Poly Powers Authentic Human
Connection and Collaboration
Jenne and Poly help you deliver powerful communications solutions that drive
meaningful human interaction and productivity in a hectic business world.

WHY CHOOSE POLY?
Today’s workplaces are often bustling with loud distractions that can interfere with productivity. Poly
leverages decades of innovation to offer you a broad portfolio of collaborative solutions that combine
legendary audio expertise, powerful video, and intuitive conferencing technology to overcome the
challenges of modern business communication—in and out of the workplace.
Poly’s headsets, software, desk phones, audio and video conferencing, analytics and services are used
worldwide and are a leading choice for every kind of workspace.

Poly Business Headsets
The modern office has gone through a transformation—many companies have moved to an open office
plan and placed greater reliance on mobile workers. Distractions are at an all-time high and successful
business demands clear and natural communication.
Poly’s business headsets were specifically designed to overcome the challenges faced by office and
mobile professionals—empowering communication from anywhere with natural voice and exceptional
noise cancellation for peak productivity.
• Mobile—rich audio connections for professionals on the move.
• Office—eliminate noise and distractions in busy environments or for the virtual office.
• Contact Center—all-day comfort, reliability, and durability with exceptional call control.
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Poly Video Conferencing Solutions
With decades of experience empowering companies with intuitive conferencing solutions—Poly’s
purpose-built collaborative technology makes conferencing easy, ensures a consistent and reliable
experience, and gives your customer’s workforce the flexibility to collaborate effectively in
high-definition audio, video conferencing and content sharing.

Poly Studio P Series

Make the most of video calls wherever you’re working. The Poly Studio P Series personal video
devices ensure you always look and sound your best. High-performance cameras compensate
for lighting imbalances, while Poly’s premium audio is fine-tuned to help you focus and
eliminate distractions.
• Poly Studio P5 – a small webcam that offers big experiences with exceptional camera optics.
• Poly Studio P15 – a personal video bar gives you everything you need to look and sound your
best with automatic framing, Noiseblock AI and Acoustic Fence.
• Poly Studio P21 – a personal meeting display offering the complete experience including 		
display, camera, microphones and speakers, with a single USB connection to your PC or Mac

Poly Studio

Poly Studio delivers best-in-class audio and video in an easy-to-use USB video bar at an
affordable price—allowing big ideas to happen in small places.
• Room-filling sound and pinpoint accurate microphones—delivers an organic, in-person experience.
• Noise-blocking Acoustic Fence blocks distracting sounds from interrupting meetings.
• Compatible with nearly any cloud-based video platform.
• Simple deployment with remote management capabilities.
• Smart-camera experiences are built in—no drivers or software needed.

Poly Studio x series

Poly Studio X video bars deliver radical simplicity in a single sleek device for medium-sized
conference rooms—empowering your customers with immersive boardroom quality audio and video.
• 4K camera with automatic framing and tracking.
• Easily share content over wired or wireless connections.
• Connect easily in conference rooms—with nearly any video collaboration software, including Zoom.
• Block out distractions with NoiseblockAI—powered by machine learning.
• Poly TC8 available for easy touch control.

Poly G Series - Room Solutions for Microsoft Teams

Poly solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms offer a variety of room collaboration options for
users that range from huddle rooms to large conference rooms and multi-purpose rooms,
while ensuring the simplicity and high-quality audio and video experience.
• G10-T – Poly G10-T is a base Microsoft Teams Rooms kit for customers swith existing
Microsoft Teams Rooms-certified audio and video devices.
• G40-T – Poly G40-T, small and medium room solution for Microsoft Teams, deliver a clutterfree Microsoft Teams Rooms experience combined with powerful Poly Signature audio and 		
video technologies.
• G85-T – Poly G85-T, medium and large room solution for Microsoft Teams, deliver a clutterfree Microsoft Teams Rooms experience combined with powerful Poly signature video 		
tracking technology.

Poly Voice Solutions

Poly’s legendary voice collaboration offers enterprise-grade solutions that are easy-to-use,
work seamlessly with leading UC platforms, and provide the industry’s best voice quality for
clear communication.
• Conference Phones—the highest standards for crystal-clear audio and intelligent adaptation
for different room environments.
• VoIP Desk Phones—intuitive-to-use from day one and featuring the industry’s best sound quality.
• VoIP Adapters—connect old analog devices to the modern digital world for exceptional
flexibility.
• Installed Audio—deliver next level audio conferencing that delivers consistent, life-like HD
audio even in challenging environments.

Jenne Adds Value to Your Poly Business
As a true value-added distributor for Poly, Jenne provides a wide variety of advantageous resources to
bolster your product sales strategy and help you identify and maximize revenue opportunities.

Industry-Leading Operational Support and Excellence
• Free technical support—Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET—full 24/7 minimum-cost
emergency coverage.
• 24/7 web-based resources for product information and to transact business.
• Same day shipping from Jenne’s large on-hand, in-stock inventory for orders placed before 7 p.m. ET.
• Industry-leading order fill rate of 99.98% and 99.89% on-time shipments.
• Complimentary consultative marketing support.
• Flexible trial and demo products are available to match you and your customers with the best solutions.

Jenne/Poly Business Development Team
Jenne’s dedicated and certified business development specialists are available to provide you with
unparalleled service and support—advancing your Poly sales efforts and helping you gain a competitive
market advantage.
• Assistance with product or partner program questions, compatibility and suitability questions, demo
requests, and deal registration.
• Help resellers drive growth working as an extension of their organization and sales team by delivering
timely customized training as needed.
• Ensure partners are taking advantage of promotions and incentives to maximize close rates on valuable
opportunities and regularly updating the partner each quarter.
• End-to-end certified support team—ready to advise, troubleshoot and solve problems.
For questions about any of Poly’s unique solutions or more information on how Jenne and Poly can
benefit your business and enhance your customer relationships, contact:

Mike Pittak

Joey Colon

mpittak@jenne.com

jcolon@jenne.com

Poly Business Development Manager
440.580.2884

Poly Business Development Specialist
440.580.2885
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